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Back In Time
Daughtry

 [Chords]
Fm  |133111|
C7  |x35353|
(You can play C7 like |x32310| but I think it sounds better as a barre chord)

[Intro]
Fm
Fm               C7            Fm
Whoa, whoa, going back in time (x2)
C7
(pause)
Fm Fm C7 Fm

[Verse 1]
Fm
You knew how to start a fire, didn t need gasoline
C7                           Fm
Never took no time at all to get me on my knees
Fm
The fruit just seemed to fall, never had to shake no tree
    C7                          Fm
The door was always open and we didn t need a key

[Pre-Chorus]
Fm    C7
Whoa, whoa

[Chorus]
        Fm
Take me back to those days of gold
Fm
We were young and said we d never get old
     C7
No oh, no oh
        Fm
Take me back to just me and you
Fm
Doing things that Momma said don t do
     C7
No oh, no oh
                   Fm                     C7
Take me back in time, take me back in time

[Verse 2]



Fm
Didn t matter where I went, everything s anything goes
    C7
And time and time we ll cross the line
    Fm
And watch that bomb explode

[Pre-Chorus]
Fm    C7
Whoa, whoa
N.C.
There it goes
N.C.
There it goes

[Chorus]
        Fm
Take me back to those days of gold
Fm
We were young and said we d never get old
     C7
No oh, no oh
        Fm
Take me back to just me and you
Fm
Doing things that Momma said don t do
     C7
No oh, no oh
                   Fm                     C7
Take me back in time, take me back in time,  (x2)

[Bridge]
N.C.
Whoa, whoa, going back in time (x2)

[Chorus]
        Fm
Take me back to those days of gold
Fm
We were young and said we d never get old
     C7
No oh, no oh
        Fm
Take me back to just me and you
Fm
Doing things that Momma said don t do
     C7
No oh, no oh



[Outro]
                    Fm C7 Fm C7
Take me back in time
                    Fm C7 Fm
Take me back in time
        Fm                    C7
Take me back to those days of gold
        Fm                            C7
We were young and said we d never get old
Fm C7 Fm

        Fm                  C7
Take me back to just me and you
      Fm                           C7
Doing things that Momma said don t do
Fm C7

Fm             C7             Fm
Whoa, whoa, going back in time
C7 


